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Abstract—In wireless sensor networks, multiple-coverage, in
which each point is covered by more than one sensor, is often
required to improve detection quality and achieve high fault
tolerance. However, finding optimal patterns that achieve multiple-
coverage in a plane remains a long-lasting open problem. In
this paper, we first derive the optimal deployment density bound
for two-coverage deployment patterns where Voronoi polygons
generated by sensor nodes are congruent. We then propose optimal
two-coverage patterns based on the optimal bound. We further
extend these patterns by considering the connectivity requirement
and design a set of optimal patterns that achieve two-coverage
and one-, two-, and three-connectivity. We also study optimal
patterns under practical considerations. To our knowledge, our
work is the very first that proves the optimality of multiple-
coverage deployment patterns.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) deployments with higher
degrees of sensing coverage are important. Sensing coverage
is closely coupled with monitoring quality. Some applica-
tions require multiple-coverage to achieve their goals, e.g.,
distributed target detection, data fusion, and classification [18],
[24]. Moreover, multiple-coverage yields higher fault tolerance
in the face of node failures.

Designing proper topology control and scheduling algorithms
to achieve multiple-coverage in WSNs has attracted intensive
research. However, one important cornerstone is still missing:
what are the deployment patterns that use the minimum number
of sensor nodes to cover every point of a region with at least
k sensors (k-covered) fork > 1? This problem is also known
as the optimal multiple-coverage problem.

Fundamentally, knowledge of optimal multiple deployment
patterns will help reduce the number of required sensor nodes
and their cost by avoiding ad-hoc and potentially inefficient
deployments. It can also provide theoretical guidance and
performance measures for heuristic algorithms that are devel-
oped for topology control. Furthermore, such knowledge can
help in designing practical guidelines for minimizing message
collisions, improving network management, routing, etc. They
will also provide guidelines in non-ideal and more practical
sensor deployment scenarios involving non-uniform commu-
nication/sensing ranges, non-uniformity with respect to hier-
archical networks, certain gateway nodes, deployment fields,
etc. It is noteworthy that studying optimal multiple-coverage
patterns can help establish theoretical foundations and practical

guidelines for not only WSNs, but also other wireless networks,
such as mesh and cellular networks. For instance, the resulting
optimal patterns can be directly applied to the deployment
of access points (APs) in mesh networks and base stations
(BSs) in cellular networks. In addition, the research results will
broaden our understanding of the applications of geometry with
respect to computer networks. In fact, the optimal one-coverage
problem has already been intensively studied in recent years [1],
[13], [25], [31].

The optimal multiple-coverage problem is related to the disk
covering problem in the field of geometry. Notably, Kershner
solved the optimal one-coverage problem in 1939 [16]. Ker-
shner proved that the triangle lattice pattern is the optimal
pattern that achieves one-coverage.The deployment density of
the triangle lattice pattern is2π/3

√
3.1 However, the optimal

multiple-coverage problem remains an open problem to date.
In this paper, we study the optimal two-coverage problem as a
first step to tackle this open problem.

B. Contributions

We highlight our two major contributions as follows.

− Optimal Patterns to Achieve Two-Coverage.In this
paper, for the first time, we provide the deployment density
with proved optimality for two-coverage deployment patterns.
Specifically, we consider the deployment density of congruent
deployments where Voronoi polygons generated by sensor
nodes are congruent. We prove that:

The deployment density for all possible congruent deploy-
ments that achieve two-coverage is at least4π/3

√
3.

To the best of our knowledge, our results are the first
direct answers to the optimal multiple-coverage problem. We
are now able to construct two-coverage deployment patterns
with proved optimality. In the triangle lattice pattern that
is optimal to achieve one-coverage, the percentage of the
overlapping areas is17.3%.2 These overlapping areas in the
triangle lattice pattern already provide two-coverage. Hence,
one might naturally believe that such overlapping areas should
be reused in constructing two-coverage deployment patterns.

1The formal definition of deployment density is provided in Section III.
2The overlapping area is the difference between the area of a disk and the

area of a regular hexagon inscribed in the disk. The regular hexagon is the
Voronoi polygon generated by each sensor node in the triangle lattice pattern,
which denotes the “real” coverage contribution of each node. The percentage
is calculated as(πr2 − 3

√
3r2/2)/πr2 = 17.3%.
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Fig. 1. Deployment patterns constructed with two layers of triangle lattice patterns (denoted by “•”s and “◦”s, respectively). The pattern in Fig.1a is constructed
by randomly overlapping the two layers. The deployment pattern in Fig.1b is constructed by first placing each second-layer vertex at the middle of the horizontal
edge of each triangle in the first layer and then adding a vertical line of sensor nodes (denoted by “×”s) to connect all horizontal lines. Each sensor node at a
horizontal line can communicate with its neighbors in the same line (denoted by the solid line segments). It is one typical optimal two-coverage deployment
pattern that achieves one-connectivity. The pattern in Fig.1c is constructed by placing each second-layer vertex at the center of each triangle in the first layer.
Each sensor can communicate with its three neighbors (denoted by the solid line segments). It is one typical optimal two-coverage deployment pattern that
achieves three-connectivity.

However, notice that the optimal density we obtained is exactly
twice the density of the triangle lattice pattern. This implies,
surprisingly, that optimal two-coverage deployment patterns do
not reuse these overlapping areas in the triangle lattice pattern.
Our results show that all deployment patterns constructed by
integrating two layers of triangle lattice patterns, no matter how
they overlap, have the proved optimal density. Fig. 1a illustrates
one such example.

A successful separation from one two-coverage deployment
pattern into two one-coverage deployment patterns can avoid
reusing overlapping areas, which is a complicated problem,and
hence provide much convenience. Although such separation has
been assumed and used in existing works, it is solely based on
researchers’ intuition. For the first time, our results in this paper
provide solid theoretical support for this intuition. For example,
in the ROAL protocol [17], sensor nodes are first selected
to form a one-coverage pattern and this process is repeated
twice to eventually achieve two-coverage. Our results provide
not only a theoretical basis but also performance measures for
such separation-based algorithm designs. In general, our results
are valuable to algorithm designs that are based on layer-wise
separation to achieve multiple-coverage, such as [6], [10], etc.

− Optimal Patterns to Achieve Connected Two-Coverage.In
WSNs, connectivity is also an important requirement. Due to
our results in this paper, it now becomes possible to obtain
different two-coverage deployment patterns with various de-
grees of connectivity by controlling the relative locations of
two separated layers of one-coverage patterns.

In this paper, we propose a general form for deployment
patterns that can achieve two-coverage and one- or two-
connectivity whenrc >

√
3rs/2. This general form contains

infinitely many pattern forms, all of which are optimal congru-
ent patterns. Fig. 1b illustrates one example of these patterns
that achieve one-connectivity. We also propose a general form
for deployment patterns that can achieve two-coverage and
three-connectivity whenrc > rs. This general form also
contains infinitely many pattern forms, all of which are optimal

congruent patterns. Fig. 1c illustrates one deployment pattern
example with three-connectivity.

Due to the infinite number of optimal connected two-
coverage deployment patterns, we can properly choose patterns
that meet various practical requirements. For example, the
deployment pattern in Fig. 1c has a larger distance between
sensor nodes than the pattern in Fig. 1b, which indicates
potentially less communication interference.

Paper OrganizationWe present related work and some back-
ground information in Section II, followed by system models
and definitions in Section III. In Section VI, we introduce
our new results on optimal two-coverage deployment patterns.
In Section V, we consider connected two-coverage. Practical
considerations are discussed in Section VI. We conclude the
paper in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

The optimal deployment pattern problem is fundamental.
Related work is scattered throughout both the areas of geometry
and WSNs.

In geometry, this problem is related to the covering problem.
Covering a set of points using a minimum number of given
geometric bodies has been extensively studied for disks in a
large area [16], [11], disks on a bounded square [20], [21],
orthogonal rectangles [9], fat convex bodies [8], [23], etc.
Among these works, the most well-known and widely used
result is Kershner’s, which states that the triangle lattice pattern
is the optimal pattern to achieve one-coverage [16]. However,
to the best of our knowledge, one-coverage dominates the
geometry literature.

In the area of sensor networks, optimal deployment patterns
to achieve one-coverage and connected one-coverage have been
intensively studied. The triangle lattice pattern is optimal to
achieve one-coverage and up to six-connectivity whenrc/rs ≥√
3. This result is re-proved in [31]. In2005, the triangle pattern

was shown to be non-optimal [25] whenrc/rs ≥
√
3 is not

satisfied; the strip-based pattern can outperform it whenrc = rs
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[13]. In 2006, the asymptotic optimality of strip-based patterns
to achieve full coverage and one- and two-connectivity was
proved in [1] for all ranges ofrc/rs. In 2008, the asymptotically
optimal pattern to achieve full coverage and four-connectivity
for rc/rs >

√
2 was proposed and proved to be optimal [3].

In [2], a complete set of deployment patterns for all ranges
of rc/rs to achieve full-coverage andk-connectivity (k ≤ 6)
was proposed. In this set of patterns, those for three- and five-
connectivity were proved to be optimal among regular patterns
for rc/rs ≥ 1. Optimality is only conjectured for patterns
to achieve three- and five-connectivity whenrc/rs < 1, to
achieve four-connectivity whenrc/rs ≤

√
2, and to achieve

six-connectivity whenrc/rs ≤
√
3. The pattern to achieve six-

connectivity whenrc/rs ≤
√
3 was provided and its optimality

among regular deployments was proved in [26]. Recently, a
pattern mutation phenomenon was discovered among optimal
regular deployment patterns whenrc/rs is small [4].

Considering multiple sensor node coverage, most work fo-
cuses on the issue of how to select the minimum number of
sensors to be activated from a set of randomlypre-deployed
sensors such that all interested discrete locations (or targets)
are k-covered. This problem is known to be NP-hard [27].
Centralized and distributed approximation algorithms were then
proposed [12], [22], [27], [30]. However, no existing work
provides any leads toward optimalk-coverage deployment
patterns fork > 1.

III. M ODEL AND PRELIMINARIES

There are several practical sensing models that stem from
real device experiments. Megerianet al. [19] propose that the
sensing quality can be expressed asλ/dα, where λ and α
are sensor-dependent parameters andd is the distance between
the sensor node and the detection target. In this model, the
quality of sensing gradually attenuates with increasing distance.
In [28], Zhou et al. propose a probabilistic sensing model. In
this model, two valuesR1 andR2 (R1 ≤ R2) are defined from
empirical observations. When the distance from the target to the
sensor node is less thanR1, it will be detected with probability
1; when the distance is larger thanR2, the detection probability
is 0; when the distance is betweenR1 andR2, the detection
probability will exponentially decrease with increasing distance
similar to that in [19].

We use the disk model for sensing in this paper. Each sensor
is capable of detecting points only within distancers. The disk
model can be obtained from the above models by first setting
a desirable threshold for sensing quality or probability, and
then exploiting this threshold to determine the largest possible
distance between the sensor and the target. This distance isthen
chosen to be the sensing rangers. We notice that for some
types of sensors, the sensing capability may vary in different
directions. We will discuss this in Section VI. The disk model
provides a good abstraction from the real world that has been
widely adopted, e.g. in [1], [13]–[15], particularly when certain
theoretical foundations are to be established.

We study the asymptotic optimality of deployment patterns,
that is, a relatively large area compared with sensing and

communication ranges is considered. The boundary effect isnot
important here and can be ignored. When the region boundaries
have to be considered, optimality will vary from case to case
as boundary shapes change. We study homogeneous wireless
sensor networks where all sensor nodes are identical in terms
of sensing.

Definition 3.1: [Voronoi Polygon and Generating Point] Let
{a1, a2, ..., ap} be a set ofp points on a Euclidean planeS. The
Voronoi polygonV (ai) is the set of all points inS, which are
closer toai (in terms of Euclidean distance) than to any other
point, i.e.,V (ai) := {x ∈ S : ∀j ∈ [1, p], d(x, ai) ≤ d(x, aj)},
and pointai is the generating point ofV (ai).

If two Voronoi polygons share an edge, their generating
points are called neighboring generating points.

Each Voronoi polygon edge resides on the perpendicular
bisector of the line segment joining two neighboring generating
points. Given any three generating points, the three perpendic-
ular bisectors of the three line segments that join three pairs of
the points respectively always intersect at one point. Thispoint
is a Voronoi polygon vertex. If there aren edges that intersect
at a Voronoi polygon vertex, we say that the vertex is shared by
n edges. Hence, any vertex in a Voronoi tessellation is shared
by at least three edges.

From Lemma 4.1 in [1], the average edge number of a
Voronoi polygon in a Voronoi tessellation is not larger than
six. Therefore, Voronoi polygons generated in a congruent
deployment will havek edges fork = 3, 4, 5, or 6.

Definition 3.2: [k-covered Congruent Deployment] Ak-
covered congruent deployment is a sensor deployment pattern
where the Voronoi polygons generated by sensors are all
congruent and every point of the target region is covered by
at leastk sensors fork = 1, 2, 3, . . .

We call a k-covered congruent deployment acongruent
deploymentfor short when the value ofk is not important.
We call a Voronoi tessellation acongruent Voronoi tessellation
if the Voronoi polygons in the tessellation are all congruent.
Congruent deployments generate congruent Voronoi tessella-
tions with sensor nodes as generating points.

Definition 3.3: [Deployment Density] Deployment density,
or density for short, is the ratio of the area of sensing disksto
the area of Voronoi polygons generated by sensor nodes.

Since the area of the Voronoi polygons can be considered as
the pure contribution to coverage from each sensor node [1],
the large Voronoi polygon areas imply a small density and a
more efficient deployment pattern.

Definition 3.4: [c-Optimal Pattern] A deployment pattern is
calledc-optimal if its deployment density equals the the mini-
mum density among all two-covered congruent deployments.

From Definition 3.4, ac-optimal pattern is not necessarily
a congruent deployment pattern. It is a more general concept.
A deployment pattern is calledc-optimal as long as its density
is equal to the density of the optimal two-covered congruent
deployment patterns. On the other hand, the optimal two-
covered congruent deployment patterns must bec-optimal.
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Fig. 2. Voronoi tessellations generated by congruent deployments. Figs. 2a−2l correspond to the 12 types in Lemma 4.1. The small dot in each figure indicates
the location of a sensor node, i.e., the generating point, within the Voronoi polygon.

Studying the optimal density of congruent deployments is
meaningful both theoretically and practically. All provedglob-
ally optimal one-coverage patterns, which are optimal among
all possible one-coverage patterns, are indeed congruent de-
ployment patterns. Examples include the triangle lattice pattern
[16], the strip-based pattern [1], and the diamond pattern [3].
Congruent deployment patterns also have strong practical im-
plications in homogeneous WSNs. Studyingc-optimal patterns
is an important step toward globally optimal two-coverage
solutions.

IV. M ULTIPLE-COVERAGE

We present our results on two-coverage in this section. The
following Theorem 4.1 is the main conclusion.

Theorem 4.1:c-optimal deployment patterns have density
d∗ = 4π/3

√
3.

Theorem 4.1 provides a direct answer to the optimal
multiple-coverage problem for the first time by stating that
the smallest density for any two-covered congruent deployment
is d∗. It also provides a valuable criterion for optimality
determination.

The proof of Theorem 4.1 consists of two steps. In the
first step, we find all possible congruent Voronoi tessellations
that are generated by congruent deployment patterns. In the
second step, we prove that the densities of these congruent
deployment patterns are at leastd∗ if two-coverage is achieved.
The following subsections IV-A and IV-B detail these steps.

A. Case Reduction

The following Lemma 4.1 summarizes the results of the first
step. It states that we can classify all possible congruent Voronoi
tessellations into 12 types.

Lemma 4.1:There are 12 types of congruent Voronoi tessel-
lations.

The 12 types of congruent tessellations, types(a)− (l), are
shown in Figs. 2a−2l. Due to space limitations, their detailed

descriptions are provided in [5]. Types(a)− (l) can be divided
into two groups. The first group contains types(c), (d), (i)
and (k). In this group, each type only contains one specific
pattern form, i.e., the inner angles of polygons in each type
cannot change oncers is fixed. The second group contains the
remaining types. In this group, each type contains infinitely
many pattern forms, i.e., inner angles and edge lengths of
polygons in each type can change even ifrs is fixed. For
example, both the triangle lattice pattern and the strip-based
pattern [1] are special forms of type(l), and both the square
pattern (the pattern in which Voronoi polygons are squares)and
the rectangle pattern (the pattern in which Voronoi polygons are
rectangles) can be special forms of types(e), (f), (g) and(h).
Although Voronoi polygons in type(k) patterns apparently are
special forms of those in type(j) patterns, these two types
are in fact different. In type(k), each Voronoi polygon is a
combination of a square and a right angled isosceles triangle,
whereas in type(j), we can change the inner angles except two
right angles. The relationship between type(c) and type(h) is
similar.

The proof of Lemma 4.1 is not trivial and we present it in
the Appendix.

B. Bound Derivation

In this section, we prove that there exists a lower bound of
all deployment density for all the deployment patterns thatcan
generate one of the 12 types of congruent Voronoi tessellations
in Lemma 4.1 and simultaneously achieve two-coverage. The
following Lemma 4.2 holds the key to the second step.

Lemma 4.2:The deployment density of any two-covered
congruent deployment pattern that can generate one of 12 types
of congruent Voronoi tessellations is at leastd∗.

Proof: Lemma 4.2 holds clearly for type(a) shown in
Fig. 2a, i.e., when the congruent Voronoi tessellation consists
of triangles, since the area of a triangle within a disk reaches
its maximum when it is regular and inscribed in that disk. To
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Fig. 3. Reference figures used in the proof of Theorem 4.1. Fig. 3a and 3b
are for type(e). Fig. 3c is for type(g) and Fig. 3d is for type(l).

prove Lemma 4.2, we need to prove that the density is at least
d∗ for deployments that generate the remaining 11 types.

To show that the density of each of the remaining 11 Voronoi
tessellation types is at leastd∗ for two-coverage deployments,
the proof techniques we use differ depending on types. For
types(e), (f), (j) and (k), we need to first transform Voronoi
polygons while keeping their areas unchanged, then construct
a function of area, and get the minimum value of this function,
and finally prove this value is at leastd∗. For type (g),
we need to divide the two-coverage pattern into two one-
coverage patterns. For other types, we just use the geometrical
characteristics of these patterns. Due to space limitations, we
only present the proofs for three representative cases, each of
which corresponds to one type of the aforementioned proof
techniques. We present proofs for types(e), (g), and (l). We
present proofs of other types in our technical report [5].

Consider type(e) shown in Fig. 2e. We first transform the
Voronoi polygons. We transform the Voronoi polygon that is
a right trapezoid to a rectangle where the length of the right
leg (AB) and the distance from the generating point (P ) to the
right leg (AB) are kept unchanged. The area of the rectangle
and the right trapezoid are the same. Thus we can focus on the
cases where the Voronoi polygons are rectangular.

Since the density will not change when the location of the
generating point changes within the Voronoi rectangle, we may
consider the case where the generating point is the central point
of the rectangle. Denote the length of the short edges of the
rectangle bya. Note that, in a two-covered deployment, for
each Voronoi polygon generated by a sensor node, there is
as least one edge to which the distance from the sensor node
is at mostrs/2. Hence, we havea ≤ rs. Due to the two-
coverage requirement, the Voronoi rectangle with generating
pointP should be fully covered by other four disks with centers
P1, P2, P3 andP4. We can obtain the length of the long edges
is b ≤ r2s +

√

r2s − a2. Hence the area of the rectangle is at
mosta(r2s+

√

r2s − a2). Let f(a) = a(r2s+
√

r2s − a2). We can

obtain thatf(a) achieves its maximum in the range of [0, rs]
whena =

√
3rs/2. The maximal value is3

√
3rs/4. Hence, the

density is not less thand∗.
Consider type(g) shown in Fig. 2g. As shown in Fig. 3c,

we divide generating points into two groups denoted by “×”s
and “◦”s. We connect those denoted by small crosses, which
partitions the plane into a tessellation of congruent triangles.
One such triangle is denoted byABC in Fig. 3c. Consider
triangleABC. We remove the disk centered at the generating
point D within ABC. If we remove any one sensor from a
two-covered deployment, the remaining sensor nodes achieve
at least one-coverage. Hence, the remaining disks still achieve
one-coverage here. Since the minimum distance from any point
within triangleABC to its vertices is at most the distance from
the threeABC vertices to any other generating point except
D, triangleABC can be fully covered by three disks centered
at the vertices. Note that, given a triangle, a necessary and
sufficient condition for the disks with radiusrs centered at its
vertices to cover it is that the radius of the circumscribed circle
of the triangle is at mostrs. Therefore, all the triangles whose
vertices denoted by small crosses are fully covered by disks
centered at their vertices. Hence, the entire plane is one-covered
by the disks centered at the vertices denoted by small crosses.
For exactly the same reason, the entire plane is also one-covered
by the disks center at the vertices denoted by small circles.If a
two-covered deployment is constructed with two one-coverage
layers, its density is at least4π/3

√
3. Hence, the density here

is at leastd∗.
Consider type(l) shown in Fig. 2l. As shown in Fig. 3d,

denote the generating pointP within polygonABCDEF by
P. Note that, if a vertexO in a Voronoi tessellation is shared
by three edgesOA, OB, andOC, then 6 P1OA + 6 BOC =
π, whereP1 is the generating point of the Voronoi polygon
that consists of edgesOA andOB. Hence, we haveAB||DE,
AB = DE, BC = AF , andCD = EF. Fig. 3d is a Voronoi
polygon iff ABCDEF inscribes a disk that is centered atP.

Denote the central angle atP that is opposite to the longest
edge of polygonABCDEF by α. We haveπ/3 ≤ α < π.
To achieve 2-coverage, the sensing disk radiusr should sat-
isfy rs ≥ 2 cos α

2 . Hence,d ≥ πr2s/(sinα+ 2 sin π−α
2 ) ≥

2π(cosα+ 1)/(sinα+ 2 cos α
2 ). Sincef(α) = sinα+2 cos α

2
is a monotone decreasing function at range[π/3, π), we have
d > 2π/ 3

√
3

2 = d∗.

C. Remarks

Since the lower boundd∗ obtained in Lemma 4.2 is achiev-
able, e.g., by integrating two layers of triangle lattice patterns,
d∗ is the optimal density of two-covered congruent deployment
patterns. Theorem 4.1 then holds directly. We also conjecture
that this densityd∗ is actually a globally optimal density since
all proved one-coverage optimal patterns are indeed congruent
deployment patterns, as we mentioned before in Section III.

Based on Theorem 4.1, it now becomes possible to determine
optimality for multiple-coverage deployments. The following
Theorem 4.2 provides theoretical support by stating the opti-
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. A general form of one- or two-connectedc-optimal deployment patterns is presented in Fig. 4a. The pattern in Fig. 4b is a specific form of two-connected
c-optimal patterns which consists of two layers of the triangle lattice patterns (denoted by “•”s and “◦”s respectively). It is constructed by first placing each
second layer vertex at the middle of the horizontal edge of each triangle of the first layer and then adding two sensor node vertical lines (denoted by “×”s) to
connect all horizontal lines at the both boundaries. Each sensor node at a horizontal line can communicate with its neighbors in the same line (denoted by solid
line segments). Fig. 4c presents a general form of three-connectedc-optimal deployment patterns.

mality for arbitrarily overlapping of two layers of triangle lattice
patterns. Its proof is straightforward and omitted here.

Theorem 4.2:All deployments constructed with two layers
of triangle lattice patterns arec-optimal.

We can naturally obtain another important conclusion in
Theorem 4.3. Theorem 4.3 states that, among all two-covered
congruent deployments, those constructed with two layers of
triangle lattice patterns are optimal.

Theorem 4.3:All congruent deployment patterns con-
structed with two layers of triangle lattice patterns are optimal
congruent deployment patterns.

There are infinitely many congruent deployments as long as
triangle edges in different layers are parallel. Hence, we have
infinitely many optimal two-covered congruent deployments.
This contrasts with the one-coverage case where it is widely
believed that the triangle lattice pattern is the unique optimal
congruent deployment.

V. CONNECTEDMULTIPLE-COVERAGE

In WSNs, connectivity is also important. We use the disk
model for communication, i.e., each sensor node is capa-
ble of communicating only with others within distancerc.
The disk model is widely used in the literature [1], [13],
[25], [31]. It can be considered a simplified version of the
real models, e.g., the one proposed by Zunigaet al. [29].
They suggest communication link quality can be measured by
the packet reception rate (PRR). The PRR at distanced is
(1− exp(−Pt−PL(d)−Pn

2 )/2)8ℓ, wherePt is the output power
of the transmitter,PL(d) is the path loss at distanced, Pn

is the noise floor, andℓ is the frame length. The disk model
considers a connection established between two sensor nodes
only if the PRR from each other is above a certain threshold.

Our results in Section IV provide a basis to design connected
c-optimal patterns. To obtain different degrees of connectivity,
our approach consists of two steps. The first step is to design
the relative position of two layers of triangle lattice patterns
according to the relationship betweenrc and rs. The second
step is to integrate the two layers together. From Theorem

4.2, the deployment patterns constructed in this way are all
c-optimal.

Due to space limitations, we will skip the obvious cases, e.g.,
12-connectivity can be achieved when vertices of two triangle
lattice layers entirely overlap andrc/rs ≥

√
3. In the following,

we present general forms of two-coverage deployment patterns
that achieve one-, two-, and three-connectivity, respectively.

A. Optimal One- or Two-Connected Two-Coverage Patterns

In this section, we present one- or two-connectedc-optimal
patterns forrc >

√
3rs/2.

The general form of optimal patterns can be illustrated by
showing how they are constructed. To obtain such patterns, we
integrate two triangle lattice layers as shown in Fig. 4a. Ineach
layer, we first let each triangle have a horizontal edge, e.g.,
edgeBC, and then make a small disk with radiusrc−

√
3rs/2

that is centered at the middle point (denoted by “×”s) of the
horizontal edge. We then let each triangle in the other layer
also have a horizontal edge and each vertex (denoted by “•”s)
be within each small disk in the first layer.

In the final deployment pattern we construct, the distance
between any vertex in the second layer, e.g., nodeA, and the
corresponding vertices in the first layer, e.g., nodesB andC,
are both less thanrc. Hence, such deployment can achieve two-
coverage and one-connectivity when one vertical line of sensor
nodes are deployed to connect all horizontal sensor node lines,
and two-connectivity if two vertical lines of sensor nodes are
deployed to connect all horizontal lines at the both boundaries.

A typical two-coverage and one-connectivity deployment
pattern is shown in Fig. 1b, and a typical two-connectivity
pattern is shown in Fig. 4b. In these two specific deployment
patterns, one- or two-connectivity also holds forrc =

√
3rs/2.

B. Optimal Three-Connected Two-Coverage Patterns

In this section, we present three-connectedc-optimal patterns
for rc > rs.

Again, we will explain how to construct the general form of
such optimal patterns. Two triangle lattice layers are integrated
in the following way as illustrated in Fig. 4c. In one layer, we
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Fig. 5. Coverage under sensing irregularity for three different typical deployment patterns. Fig. 5a is for the case when the vertices of two triangle lattice
layers entirely overlap. Fig. 5b is for the case when the deployment pattern shown in Fig. 1c. Fig. 5c is for the case when the deployment pattern shown in Fig.
1b (or Fig. 4b) but without vertical sensor lines.

make small disks with radiirc − rs that are centered at the
central points of triangles (denoted by “×”s ). We then let the
vertices of another layer (denoted by “•”s) fall into the small
disks and let the corresponding triangle edges in differentlayers
be parallel. The maximal distances between any vertex in the
second layer, e.g., nodeA, and the three vertices in the first
layer that form a triangle enclosing the vertex in the second
layer, e.g., nodesB,C, andD, are less thanrc.

One two-coverage three-connectivity pattern is shown in Fig.
1c. In this pattern, three connectivity also holds forrc = rs.

C. Remarks

We present both one- and two-connectedc-optimal deploy-
ment patterns here since they have the minimal requirement on
the rc range (overrs) for networks to be connected. However,
the long-path problem, i.e., a message transmitted between
two sensor nodes that are close to each other but on different
horizontal lines has to get over a long distance, may exist
in some applications using these patterns. To overcome this,
we propose three-connectedc-optimal deployment patterns as
above. Note that the connection links in the three-connected
deployment patterns are evenly distributed over the network.

Note that, whenrc >
√
3rs/2, there are infinitely many

one- or two-connectedc-optimal deployment patterns. When
rc > rs, there are also infinitely many three-connectedc-
optimal deployment patterns. We can take advantage of the
infinite variants of the patterns to meet different design re-
quirements. For example, when three-connectivity and large
distances between sensor nodes are needed to improve proper
traffic balancing and reduce interference, placing the second
layer vertices at the centers of the triangles in the first layer
can be a preferred type.

VI. PRACTICAL ISSUES

In reality, the sensing range may not exactly follow the disk
sensing model. Megerianet al. [19] propose that sensing quality
gradually attenuates with distance. Zhouet al. [28] propose
a probabilistic sensing model where the detection probability
varies with different target distances. When the above models

are used, the sensing disk can be obtained by setting a sensing
range threshold that is based on a desirable sensing qualityor
detection probability. In some cases, the sensing area is non-
disk even after a threshold has been set. Caoet al. [7] suggest
the sensing capability roughly follows a Gaussian distribution
over different directions. Denote the average sensing radius over
all directions byµ and the standard deviation byσ2. As σ
decreases, the sensing field is more like a disk.

We study by simulation the impact from such sensing ir-
regularity on the previously-discussedc-optimal deployment
patterns that are constructed with two layers of triangle lattice
patterns. We study three typical cases: case 1) when vertices
of two triangle lattice layers entirely overlap; case 2) when
vertices of the second triangle lattice layer are located atthe
center of the triangles in the first layer, as shown in Fig. 1c;
and case 3) when triangles in both layers have horizontal edges
and the vertices of the second triangle lattice layer are located
at the middle of the horizontal edges in the first layer, as shown
in Fig. 1b or 4b. In our simulation, sensor nodes are deployed
over a 1, 000 m × 1, 000 m region. Each sensor node has a
30 m average sensing range in each direction (µ = 30 m)
with varianceσ2 ranging from0 to 20. In each simulation, we
randomly generate100, 000 points in the deployment region
and then check their coverage. We repeat simulations with the
same configuration forµ andσ2 500 times and then take the
average.

The respective results are shown in Fig. 5a, Fig. 5b, and Fig.
5c. In these figures, “k-coverage” means at leastk-covered. We
observe from the figures that performance under irregularity for
all three cases is close when sensing ranges are highly irregular.
This indicates that sensor node location information plays
an insignificant role at this time. However, there are salient
differences when sensing ranges are quite regular, especially
whenσ2 ≤ 5. In cases 2 and 3, there is a higher percentage
of areas that are covered by at least three sensors than that in
case 1. In case 1, there are more areas that are covered by at
least four sensors. Such differences turn out to be negligible as
irregularity increases. Interestingly, we observe some convex
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curves, e.g., the one showing the percentage of four-covered
area in case 1. This phenomenon occurs since proper sensor
locations with regular sensing disks as well as irregular sensing
ranges with not-so-important relative locations can both help
achieve a high degree of coverage. The transition between these
two yields a temporary decrease of highly covered area.

We also observe that, in practice, the communication model
may not follow the disk model. Furthermore, in real-world
deployments, deployment errors and dominating geographical
constraints of the deployment region must also be taken into
account. In some cases, hierarchical sensor network architec-
tures are desirable. Serving as a fundamental reference, our
optimal deployment patterns presented in this paper are still
essential when these practical issues are addressed. Due to
space limitations, we omit further discussion of these issues
in the paper. We refer the interested reader to [1]–[4], [26]for
detailed discussions.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS

WSN deployments with higher degrees of sensing coverage
are important. Finding optimal patterns that achieve multiple-
coverage with the minimum number of sensor nodes is a
fundamental but difficult problem that remains unsolved to date.
In this paper, we studyc-optimal patterns. To the best of our
knowledge, this paper makes the first step towards finding the
ultimate solutions to the optimal multiple-coverage problem.
Our results have both theoretical and practical significance. Our
future work focuses on considering globally optimal multiple-
coverage patterns and extending our patterns to non-disk-based
sensing and communication models.
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APPENDIX

In this appendix, we provide a proof sketch for Lemma 4.1.
For a complete proof, please refer to our technical report [5].
We start our proofs with the following lemmas.

Lemma 7.1:In a Voronoi tessellation, the structure shown in
Fig. 6a cannot exist unless two line segments are perpendicular
to each other.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. (a) Impossible structure in a Voronoi tessellation when α < π/2.
(b) P1, P2, P3 andP4 are generating points. Solid lines are edges of Voronoi
polygons generated by them.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 7. A tessellation that consists of quadrilaterals where l1|| l2 andα < π/2.

Lemma 7.2:If a vertexO in a Voronoi tessellation is shared
by four edges, the opposite angles withO as their vertex are
complementary.

Proof: We have6 P1OB = 6 P2OB, 6 P2OC = 6 P3OC,
6 P3OD = 6 P4OD, and 6 P4OA = 6 P1OA. Hence,6 AOB+
6 COD = 6 BOC+ 6 DOA. Since6 AOB+ 6 COD+ 6 BOC+
6 DOA = 2π, 6 AOB + 6 COD = 6 BOC + 6 DOA = π.

Lemma 7.3:If a congruent Voronoi tessellation consists of
quadrilaterals, no vertex is shared by five edges ork edges for
k > 6.

Proof: Denote the four angles in order of a Voronoi
quadrilateral byα1, α2, α3 and α4 corresponding to vertices
a, b, c and d. From Lemma 4.1 in [1], the average number
of edges shared by one vertex is four. If there are vertices
that are shared by five edges, then there should be the same
number of vertices that are shared by three edges. There are
three angles at a vertex when this vertex is shared by three
edges. The sum of them is2π. Since all of them are taken
from anglesα1, α2, α3 andα4, two of the three angles must
be the same sinceα1 + α2 + α3 + α4 = 2π. Without loss of
generality, we denote the three angles areα1, α1, andα2. In
the following, we first show there cannot be any vertex that is
shared by four edges when there are vertices that are shared
by five edges and three edges. Fromα1 + α2 + α3 + α4 = 2π
and2α1 +α2 = 2π, we haveα1 = α3 +α4. Hence,2α1 6= π,
α1 + α2 6= π, and α3 + α4 6= π. If there are vertices that
are shared by four edges, from Lemma 7.2, there are three
cases for the two pairs of complementary opposite angles at
such vertices: (1)α1, α3 andα2, α4, or α1, α4 andα2, α3, (2)
α2, α2 andα1, α3, or α2, α2 andα1, α4, and (3)α2, α2 and
α3, α3, or α2, α2 andα4, α4. From case (1), it is easy to have
α3 = π/2 andα4 = 0, which is impossible. Similarly, case
(2) and case (3) are also impossible. When the three angles
at the vertex shared by three edges are denoted byα1, α1 and
α2, then the five angles at the vertex shared by five edges are
α2, α3, α3, α4, andα4. We have two cases for the order of
these five angles: (1)α2α3α4α3α4 or α2α4α3α4α3, and (2)
α2α3α3α4α4 or α2α4α4α3α3. The proofs for impossibility of
these two cases are the same. Consider case (1). Consider the
Voronoi quadrilateral that containsα2. The neighboring edges
of α2 in this quadrilateral isab and bc. Sinceab is actually
edgeca or cb of the Voronoi quadrilateral on the other side
of ab, the length ofab is equal toca or cb. Similar analysis
applies tobc. Then all Voronoi quadrilaterals are rhombi and
thenα1 + α2 = π. As 2α1 + α2 = 2π, we haveα1 = π and
α2 = 0, which is impossible. The proof of the case when there

(a) (b)

Fig. 8. Reference figures for Lemma 7.5.

is no vertex that is shared byk edges fork > 6 is similar.

Lemma 7.4:The tessellation shown in Fig. 7a is not a
congruent Voronoi tessellation. (Any congruent Voronoi tes-
sellation will not contain the structure shown in Fig. 7b.)

Proof: Assume the tessellation shown in Fig. 7 is a
congruent Voronoi tessellation. Take a Voronoi parallelogram
between linesl1 and l2 and assume its generating point isP1.
Denote the dashed line that goes throughP1 and is parallel
to l1 by l. l intersects edges to the right side ofP1 at points
A1, A2, · · · , Ak. Denote the edges on whichAk is by ek. We
can then denote a point that is the symmetry point ofP1

about edgee1 by P2, a point that is the symmetry point of
P2 about edgee2 by P3, · · · , a point that is the symmetry
point of Pk about edgeek by Pk+1. From the definition of
Voronoi polygon,Pk, k ≥ 2, are the generating points of
Voronoi parallelogram with edgesek−1 andek. Now we have
|P1P2n+1| = 2na sinα. Denote the distance betweenPk andl1
is dk. Then,d2n+1 = |P1P2n+1| cosα+d1 = d1+na| sin 2α|.
Notice d2n+1 → ∞ asn → ∞. Hence, there is somen that
placesPn outside of the area betweenl1 andl2. This contradicts
to Pk being a generating point for anyk ≥ 2.

From Lemma 7.3, in a congruent Voronoi tessellation con-
sisting of Voronoi quadrilaterals, there are three cases for the
vertices to be shared by edges. (1) In one tessellation, some
vertices are shared by six edges, some by four edges, and some
by three edges. (2) In one tessellation, some vertices are shared
by six edges, the others are shared by three edges. (3) In one
tessellation, all vertices are shared by four edges. Combining
Lemma 7.1−7.4, we have the following proposition.

Proposition 7.1: If the Voronoi polygons generated in a
congruent deployment are quadrilaterals, there are seven types
of tessellations. They are shown in Figs. 2b−2h.

Proposition 7.2: If the Voronoi polygons generated in a
congruent deployment are pentagons, there are three types of
tessellations. They are shown in Figs. 2i−2k.

Lemma 7.5:The tessellations shown in Fig. 8a and Fig. 8b
are not congruent Voronoi tessellations.

If the Voronoi polygons generated in a congruent deployment
are hexagons, then in the tessellation one vertex can be only
shared by three edges. We then have the following proposition.

Proposition 7.3: If the Voronoi polygons generated in a
congruent deployment are hexagons, there is one tessellation
shown in Fig. 2l.

Lemma 4.1 is the combination of Propositions 7.1− 7.3.


